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James H. Lesar, Esq. 
Suite 900 
1000 Wilson Boulevard 
Arlington, VA 22209 

Dear Jim: 

I enjoyed talking with you yesterday and appreciated 
your insights on the National Student Association litiga-
tion. Per your request, I am enclosing a copy of the Dube 
deposition transcript. Any thoughts you might have would 
be of interest. 

I am also enclosing copies of correspondence to the 
House Intelligence Committee staff concerning the "opera-
tional files" exemption. While it appears unlikely that 
the Committee will adopt a "U.S. persons" exception, 
Chairman Boland has represented that the Committee report 
will seek to clarify the problem. 

I hope this is useful. 

Regar 

David L. Sobel 

P.S. In case you haven't seen it, I thought you'd be in-
terested in the recent OMB guidelines designating the 
Privacy Act as a b(3) statute. 

jk 
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Mr. Michael O'Neil 
rhief 
House Intelligence Committee 
H-405 
U.S. Capitol Building 
Washington, D.C. 20515 

Dear Mr. O'Neil: 

I am writing in reference to H.R. 5164, the Freedom 
of Information legislation currently pending before the 
Committee. I understand this bill is scheduled for mark-
up on April 11. As counsel to the plaintiff in United  
States Student Association v. Central Intelligence Agency, 
Civ. No. 82-1686 (D.D.C.), I would like to address a pro-
blem I perceive in this legislation. In so doing, I note 
that the pending legislation (or that approved by the 
Senate) will not affect my client's case, pursuant to a 
stipulation signed by the parties and approved by the 
court. 

As you will recall, the CIA secretly funded the 
National Student Association (NSA) for at least fifteen 
years. That covert relationship purportedly ended in 1967 
with the execution of a separation agreement between the 
Agency and NSA. Needless to say, the student association 
has had a long-standing desire to learn its own history 
and to finally "clear the air" concerning its clandestine 
relationship to the CIA. To accomplish that end, NSA filed 
an FOIA request with the Agency in 1977, seeking records 
maintained under its name. The request languished for five 
years, during which time NSA merged with another organiza-
tion and became known as the United States Student Asso-
ciation. 
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The association filed suit in U.S. District Court in 
June 1982, and began to receive Vaughn indexes from the 
Agency describing the 1500 responsive documents maintained 
by the Agency. The completed index is approximately 1000 
pages in length and revealed, among other things, that the 
CIA maintains records concerning my client dated as recently 

as 1979. This came as a great surprise, given the 1967 
separation agreement, the recommendations of the Katzenbach 
Commission (adopted by President Johnson), and the Church 
Committee's finding that the relationship terminated in 

1967. 

While we can only speculate as iu ine significance 

this revelation (as the documents themselves have not been 
released), I believe that the acknowledgment of these 
records illustrates a problem posed by the bill. Since all 
of the documents indexed by the CIA originated in the 
Directorate of Operations and would, presumably, be char-
acterized as "operational," the pending legislation would 
relieve the Agency of its obligation to search for, and 
acknowledge, such documents in the future. While it may 
be true that such operational files are rarely, if ever, 
released to FOIA requesters, it is disingenuous to claim, 
the Agency has, that enactment of this legislation would not 
result in "any meaningful loss of information now released 
under the Act." Such a contention ignores the fact that 
information of public interest is occasionally contained in 
the Vaughn justifications the Agency is currently obligated 

to submit in litigation. To illustrate the point, I am 
enclosing an article that appeared in the Washington Post  
and was based upon the Vaughn indexes released in our case. 

In raising this point, I note that the CIA, under 
current law, is permitted to forego the Vaughn indexing 
requirements in certain instances. If the mere acknowledg-

ment of the existence of records concerning NSA/USSA sub-
sequent to 1967 would harm national security, the Agency 

would be permitted to refuse to confirm or deny the existence 
of such records under so-called "Glomarizing" procedures. 
See, e.g., Phillippi v. CIA, 546 F.2d 1009 (D.C. Cir. 1976). 

I can only conclude that the Agency felt that it could not 
make the requisite showing of harm to justify such a pro-

cedure in my client's case, yet the pending legislation would 
remove the Agency's obligation to acknowledge such material. 
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The problem I have raised could apparently be cured by 

providing an exception to H.R. 5164's provisions for "pr
oper 

requests by United States persons," rather than the "Uni
ted 

States citizens" language currently contained in the bil
l. 

Expanding the exception to domestic organizations would 

retain the search and indexing requirements for requests
 

such as my client's and would protect against the possib
ility 

of personal records being secreted in files maintained u
nder 

organizational names. It would seem odd not to afford a
n 

organization comprised of individuals the same protectio
n 

afforded the individuals themselves. 

I appreciate your onnsideration of my views on this 

matter. I would be happy to provide additional informat
ion 

on our pending litigation to you or members of your staf
f. 

David L. Sobel 

Enclosure 

cc: Bernard Raimo, Jr. 

jk 
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THE WASHINGTON POST 

CIA Admits Study 
Of Domestic Group 
Despite 1975 Ban 

By Angus Mackenzie 
Panty New titmice 

A CIA court statement has revealed that the 
agency maintained an active intelligence project 
through January. 1979, aimed at the U.S. Student 
Association, which represents 3 million American 
students at 360 institutions. 

The CIA action will be addressed by a special 
panel at the association's annual convention m 
Atlanta starting next Thursday. 

The intelligence disclosures came in a "docu-
ment disposition index" filed by the agency with 
the U.S. District Court Targeting of domestic or-
ganizatione was supposed to have been halted in 
19Th. 

President Reagan ordered the CIA back into 
domestic ic operations on Dec. 4, 1981, sparking pm-
tests from many civil liberties organizations. 

The student group, which until 1978 was called 
the National Student Association (NSA), sued in 
June, 1982, for accem to its CIA file. In a widely 
publicized 1967 conurovessy, the NSA had been 
exposed as a CIA front. 

The CIA document index was submitted to the 
court in an effort to keep the student group's ram 
secret Under normal court procedures, when a 
government agency wants to keep record. awed. 
it must acknow e what documents it posimese 
and explain why 	should be hidden from the 
public. 

The student association is now trying to con-
vince U.S. District Court Judge June L Green to 
order the release of the 1.500 CIA documents ac-
cumulated thmugh 1979 and listed in the index. 

In a surprise move June 21, Green ordered the 
agency to produce for her inspection '`an unexpur-
gated copy of every 25th document it has indexed 
in this action." according to CIA attorney Molly 
.Iean Tasker. Those documents were submitted to 
the judge July & 

The step was unusual for two realms, said the 
students' attorney, David Sobel: the judge asked 
for the documents instead of waiting for the stu-
dent association to request her inspection, and star 
refused a CIA request, usually granted, to supply 
affidavits describing the secret documents 

According to the document index, the CIA ac-
cumulated more than 372 pages en the student 
group Aar February, 1969, including 28 pages in 
1978. All CIA-originated materials regarding the 
organization from 1978 on, and mast from other 
recent years, are being withheld by the agency. 

These materials are classified "Secret" because, 
aceoniing to the index. they reveal "intelligence 
methods" and contain CIA employe names as well 
as -intelligence sources" and "cryptonynas and 
pseudonyms." 

The index, which was obtained by this reporter 
from Sobel, notes that one document, dated Aug. 
4, 1978. -eonekta of brief statements which would 
identify a method used to support intelligence 
activities.* Another, dated July 77,1978. `states in 
precise detail, step by step, a method wed to sup-
port intelligence activities." 
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March 27, 1984 

Mr. Bernard Raimo, Jr. 
House Intelligence Committee 
Room H-405 
U.S. Capitol Building 
Washington, D.C. 20515 

Dear Mr. Raimo: 

I am writing to follow-up on our conversation of last 
week concerning H.R. 5164, the "Central Intelligence Agency 
Information Act." I appreciate your interest in the legis-
lation's potential impact upon organizational FOIA requestors 
such as my client, the United States Student Association. I 
am enclosing several documents which illustrate the problem 
I have previously cited. 

The enclosed documents were obtained through litigation 
seeking the release of information "indexed or maintained 
under 'United States National Student Association.'" As you 
see, these responsive documents focus upon the activities of 
individual officials of the Association. Some of the docu-
ments make reference to other documents maintained under the 
name of the individual concerned (see, e.q.,  No. 108). 
Others cite the organizational affiliations of individuals 
and seek further information concerning the organizations 
(see, 	 No. 109: "Appreciate any MHCHAOS-related info 
... re identities/activities these groups."). 

I am, unfortunately, unable to ascertain whether the 
documents retrieved through a search for information con-
cerning the National Student Association would also be 
retrievable through the first-person requests of cited 
individuals. I do believe, however, that the enclosed 
documents suggest that first-person files and those main-
tained under organizational names are interrelated within 
the Agency's system of records. Frankly, I am confused as 
to the effect of the legislation on this type of situation, 
and have never seen it explained to my satisfaction. The 
Senate Report's language on this issue certainly does not 
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Mr. Bernard Raimo, Jr. 
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provide enlightenment: "Since individual officers and 
members of domestic organizations have the right to request 
information from designated files about themselves, and 
that information sometimes refers to the organization, the 
committee believes the bill strikes the proper balance in 
this area." S. Rep. No. 98-305, 98th Cong., 1st Sess. 28 
(1983). What of desigfiated files about organizations that 
"sometimes refer[]" to individuals? 

In the absence of a clear understanding on this ques-
tion, I find the pending legislation to be ill-advised and 
an invitation to a new generation of extensive and costly 
FOIA litigation. I would urge the Committee to alleviate 
the problem, either through 	exception fog 	 State:: 
persons" or legislative history that delineates the con-
templated procedure. 

Your consideration of my views is appreciated. I would 
be most interested in hearing your response to these con-
cerns. 

Enclosures : Jot, Jog,  116, )k3S 

jk 
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Federal. Register 1- Vat_ 49, Nce 62 Thiusday. Marche 	1964- /: Notices 
Procurement Polk*. Office of 
Management and Budget (202 396-6 
David A. Stockroom 
Directosc 

Right of First Refuse 
The following clause shall be inserted-in all contracts which result from 

conversion-to contract under OMB 
Circular No..A.-7.8:. 
Right of FirerRefusaP 

1. Consistent with the Government 
post-employment conflict of interest 
regulations. the 	shall give adversely affectecLFederal employees 
the right of first refusal for all 
employment openings ander this 
contract for which they are qualified. 2. Defirriticns: (a) An "adversely 
affected Federal employee" is-. (1) any. Federal employee who is assigned to the-Gov;:rnment commercial activity, or (2) 
any empfoyee identified for release from his ochre competitive level or separated . q s rpgritts_rf the r.onfri;ct 

(14 "Employment openings!' are 
position. vacancies created by this 
contract which the Contractoriy unable. to fill with personnel-  in- the Cord:tartar's,  employ at the time of the contract 
award, including positions, within a fifty mile-radius of the noramercial activity which indirectly arise-in the 
Conmactor's organization aria result of the Contractor's reassignment cif 
employees.due. to the awe oFthie 
contract 

(c) The "contract start date' isithe 
first days, of Contractor performancre 3. Filling Employment Openings' (  
For a period beginning with. cant:sack. 
award anti endlng9C1 day& after thew 
coatracti start dirrzt sea persemsother them 
an adversely affeeterkEedesalt employee: 
on the current listingprovicleckby thift 
Contracting Officer shall be of/err:Aar 
employmear opening.watdialiachtersely affectetianckortaliffed Federal. 
employees identified by the Contracting 
Office* haver been offered the jobs antis 
refused it, 

(b) The Coatramar may selec-ranyp 
person for an employameni. opening, whew there are no trustiroacLadverseLy-
affected Federal empleyeesom the 
latest current listing provided lay the-Contracting Officer_ 

4. Con trocLor Reporting Requirement:: (a) No tater than 5 wocking days after. 
contract award. the Contractor shall* 
furnish the Contracting Officer with- the Eillowingr 

(ii A lisrof employ menropeninge-- 
(ii) Sufficient job application femme for-adversely affected Federal employees. 
(b) By the contract start date the-

Contractor shall provide the Contracttng. Officer with the following  

(i) The minatory adversely! affechwit 
Fedecal empley.erraffereelare 	• employment opening- 

( ),Th e- de te the offer- witicossier 
(iii) A brief descriptincraf the pastier= (iv) The data aL acceptance-cif. the 

 an& the effectise date-cif 
employment: 

(v) The date at reiestion.of the offer. 
applicable' the salary aruittaingiist 
contained in. the telecietkoffetc an. 

(vi} The names of any. aduerselr 
affected Federal employees who. applied. but were notoffere.d..einplaymeat said 
the reason(s) for withholding an offer. 

Cc) For the Eirst90 daysafterthe 
contract start date. the Contractor shall, provide the Contracting Offices with the-names of allperson.s hired.certerminatecir under the contract. withirr5. working 
days of suck hiring or termination. 

5. Information Provided scathe 
Control: (a);  No later than IQ working days after cantract: awertl.ther 
C.ontractiAgt Officer shall fitrnish. the 
Contractor a cur:lent list of.aciaeliselys 
affected Federal employees exert-Ise4 
the right of first refusal-along with their 
compieted'joh application forms 

(bj Berweerr the Lula, ai..t 	awarders:I 
start dates, the ContractfrigOfficer Aral?' inforrm the Contractor of any 
reassignment or-transfer of adversely affected employees to other Federal 
positions. 

(c) For &period tip- titx 9C:dart-sifter 
contract start date. the Contracting, 
Officer will,  periodically provide the 
Contractor with an updated listing crf-
adversely affected Federal employees, 
reflecting employees recentty.releaseir 
from their competitive leveror separated: as a resulted of the contract award'_ 

B. Qualification Determicartiwor The- 
Contractor has tfie right under thin 
clause to.deterroinethe.-elisquaey.01. 
qualifications-of adverse* a ffpcisrl  
Federal enaplcuie.es- for any. employment openings. libwever. an  adversely. 
affes tact Federal employee-who-held a-
job in the-71-wornimerrecommereroall 
activity wft.cir directly correspond:woe 
an employmestoproingshailtime 
considered. tatilifi mil for dart iota. 
Questiorue concealing the qaxidtcatiorea 
of adverwily cffeated Federal' eirerioyeess for a pecific emplajmueuroperrings shall 
be refer-elite ths.Coneracting Cifficesrfew 
determination. The ContrecttneOffireeS determination shall be final enclibirtangr on all partlee 

7. Relation- to-  Other 3taostes, 
Regulation.x-cmut EtnoloymenrPoilcieer 
The requirements of this clause shell-note model( or alters the Con..tractoc e. 
responsibilater tmdersta au Mrs-
regulations or other contract- clauses. 
pertaining to the hiring oi veterans, 
minorities or handicapped persons.. 

B. Penalty for arrameplicarcc Eteitire of the Contractor to comply with; a ay 
provision of this.clause_ may. be grounds for termination for default. 
In Doc. 64-4.116 Filed 5-26-44. a 45 a mk 
BILJ.3040 COVE 311 10-01-00 

Privacy Act o1974: Revised 
Supplemental Guidance on 
[Implementation of the PrIVacy Act of 
1974 

Mai-cfr27_19134. 
AGENCY: ()ace of.Management and 
Buthget. 
ACTION: Revision of guidance on the 
relationship between the Privacy Actof 1974 and.the Freedom ofinfdrraaffaTi7 Act_ 

sumix.swv:Thid dccument issues, in final 
farm a revision..to OMB's Privacy Act 
Implementing,Cuidelfnes proposed on 
AuTie 1.1:r 195:T 3.1 49'77175597 1:::e 
revision is intended to.clarify the-
relationship be tweea the Privacy Act 
and the Freedom of Liformatfon Act 
(FOIA) and improve agency-
imprementatfon oLltoth. Acts. Under the-revised Guid4litres, itcpncy records- 
a + 	cliscl_exern 	 Cisireou'l=s of the Privacy Act are, to, that 

exempt  from disclosure 
FOIA.  by  virtue of the Section (bp). 
exemption of FO1A. Therefore_ agencies 
may deny acmes, ta teccrirs• in. exempt--  systems or rer_orsis when_ arr_ess. is 
sou t.i. e.e.xteist_ 
they may db so wfien acres*. is.so  
under the-Privacy. Aict_However_b  
lha.PtivacyActaad..P01A peneisfe.for 
univ.ersaf vanue_ihtfie Eristri et sat 
Columbia, and tEie_Ciaurt of-ApuseLs for 
theDis tint ciLCalumbia-Circuit..alcing 
with the CatiLoCAppeatfa• fidrtheT6ird Circuit_ fi, ea held that GR. aii.v.acy 
not a_peresissible:EQ/4.(hli3),ezemptian 
statute. Consequerrtfy.-pendicgta. 
disoositive rulingon.the. farina. b./ the Supre:ne Court.. irspo.:::ea..shouticL rto trely- • exclusively iurthia gaiaLanceualsmea 
FOCA mattes peoceests to litigation. 
within, a. juclitiaL circuit other the a, the 
D.C. or Third Circuits. 	• 
FOS FINI71fERINIFOR111111,01111 CO AIWA CT: 
Robert Veedes.Offire-of biformannot and Regulatory AffaireOfficeor 
Mansgenientt mark Biulget..9remm3435. 
Ness Exteryeilistaffice Buirdingt 
Washingenna,Die.....201508rteleplsone202— 
395-4814- 
3 El PIPIL Ehl !MARY 'II FON MAT1 OW' Linder 
section 8 of the Privacy Act of l914-(Patr L 93-579. December 31..1974; 5 U.S.C. 
552a note). the Office of Management. 
and Budget is responsible- for developing • guidelines and regulations for the use of 
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iederal agencies in implementing the 

Act's key provisions codified at 5 U.S.C. 

552a. OMB's Privacy Act Guidelines 

were first issued in 1975 at 40 FR 28948 

(July 9. 1975). and supplemental at 40 FR 

56741 (December 4. 1975). 
On August 10, 1983. OMB proposed to 

revise its Privacy Act Guidelines to 

provide that agency records exempt 

from disclosure under the Privacy Act 

were, to that extent. also exempt from 

disclosure ander the Freedom of 

Information Act (FOIA) (5 U.S.C. 552). 48 

FR 36359 (August '10. 1983). QMB'1 

earlier 	dance had been that 

thjeL3  rivacy Acts  hm_..jFii.lottile seduo 

env eTcetrtcTilifcTroTilion about tse 

individual which woijld otherwis e  h 
been required tr7).e-770157eo that 

individual under the FreecLorn of  

Information Act." 40 FR 56741. 56742. 

The Privacy  Act's most important 

provisions relevant to this issue are as 

follows. First. Federal agencies must 

publish public notices describing the 

nature and uses of their "system. of 

records" on individuate 15 US. C- . 
5528(e)). Second, individuals may 

control some (though not all) disclosures 

of their own government records 

contained in systems of records (5 

U.S.C. 552a(b)). Third, individuals may 

have direct access to their own records 

contained in systems of records, and 

may seek amendment to their records 

according to specified procedures (5 

U.S.0 552a(d)). 
The Act also contains exemption 

provisions applicable to Central 

Intelligence Agency records and to 

records pertaining to criminal law 

enforcement. civil law enforcement. 

personnel. statistical_ and a few other 

matters (5 U.S.C. 552a (j), (k)). These 

sections describe the types of matters 

covered, and permit agency beads. 

through specified public-notice 

procedures, to exempt such records from 

the Act's section (d) first-party access 

requirements (552a(d)) and from other of 

the Act's requirements. Theexemptiop 

rovisions do not .e 	 to 
section 

a 
uses of t eir 

B received a total of thirty-four 

comments on its August 10. 1983 

proposal. Twenty-six comments were 

submitted by Federal agencies; of these, 

thirteen supported the proposal. eleven 

were neutral, and two (from the 

Department of the Interior and the 

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission) 

opposed the proposal. Three Members 

of Congress. Representatives Glenn 

English. Thorns. N. Kindness, and John 

N. Erlenboni. submitted comments. all in 

opposition to the proposed change. Five 

private groups also submitted 

comments. ell in opprsilinp—the 

Section of Administrative Loy of the 

American Bar Association. the 

American Society of Newspaper Editors 

and the American Newspaper 

Publishers Association (a joint 

submission), the Center for National 

Security Studies (on behalf of the 

American Civil Liberties Union). the 

National Newspaper Association. and 

the Reporters Committee for Freedom of 

the Press. 
OMB has studied all of these 

comments carefully. and has also 

studied the opinions of the United States 

Courts of Appeals on both sides of the 

issue, the most extensive of which are 

Shapiro v. Drug Enforcement 
Administration. 721 F.2d 215 (7th Cir. 

1983): Porter v. U.S. Departme:it of 
Justice. 717 F.2d 787 (3rd Cir. 1983): and 

Green tree v. U.S. Customs Service. 674 

F.2d 74 (D.C. Cir. 1982). In addition. we 

have reviewed scholarly commentary on 

the issue (see Anthony T. Kronman. 

. 'The Privacy Exemption to the Freedom 

of Information Act."- IX Journal of Legal 

Studies 727 (1980). and authorities cited 

at notes 5 and 14), and have consulted 

with Federal agencies concerning 

current practices under the Privacy and 

Freedom of Information Acts. We have 

concluded that our proposal is correct as 

a matter of law and policy, and are 

revising the OhiB Privacy Act 

Guidelines accordingly. 
in our view, the Iwo statutes provide 

in straightforward and unambiguous 

language that agency records exempt 

from mandatory disclosure under the 

Privacy Act are, to that extent. also 

exempt from mandatory disclosure 

under FOIA. FOIA requires Federal 

agencies to make their records 

"promptly available to any person" 

upon appropriate request (5 U.S.C. 

552(a)(3)). This requirement. however, is 

subject to several specified exemptions. 

one of which applies to matters— 

Specifically exempted from disclosure by 

statute /other than section 552b of this title). 
provided that such statute (A) requires that 

the matters be withheld from the public in 
such a manner as to leave no discretion on 

the issue. or (B) establishes particular 

criteria for withholding or refers to particular 
types of matters to be withhold 

5 U.S.C. 552(b)(3) (emphasis supplied). 

The Privacy Act unmistakably fits the 

FOIA (b)(3)(B) exemption. Sections (j) 

and (k) of the Act specifially exempt 

certain files from disclosure, establish 

particular criteria for withholding. and 

refer to particular types of matters to be 

withheld. Thus, by the terms of FOIA's 

(b)(3) exemption, the Privacy Act's 

nondisclosure provisions are recognized 

by FOIA and are not overridden by 

FOLAR own mandatory-disclosure 

requirements. 

Some of the record comments and 

court opinicne argue that the FOIA 

(b)(3) exemption does not apply to 

sections (j) and (k) of the Privacy Act, 

since these sections exempt records 

from the disclosure requirements of "this 

section"—i.e., from the disclosure 

requirements of the Privacy Act itself, 

rather than the requirements of other 

statutes. But FOIA (b)(3) does not 

require that other statutes establish 

blanket nondisclosure requirements—

only that certain matters be "exempted' 

.from disclosure. Other statutes. standing 

alone, could, of course. exempt matters 

from FOIA disclosure without benefit of 

FOIA (b)(3) itself. Where other statutes 

provide exemptions from disclosure, and 

meet FOIA fblf31's standards of  

speraricit,s_add_oarticularityregardny 

the matters to be wrilihelA these 

exemptions must be applied to FO1A as 

well if the FOIA (b)(3) exemption (in 

particular that established by (b)(3)(B) is 

to he given its natural mearung. 

Sections (j) and (k) of the Privacy Act 

provide their own demonstration of the 

logic of the FOIA (b)(3) exemption. The 

provisions of these sections make it 

unmistakably clear that the Corigrehl, 

while  wishing to assure citizens ready 

access to their govemerient files and the 

means of correcting significant errors. 

realized that them were circumstances 

where  such disclosures could be 

harmful. One is where first-party access 

could laid to physical or other 

retaliation against those who provided 

the information in the records (e.g.. 
criminal end civil investigative files). 

Another is where 	party access 

Could comprr— e  the governments 

atrilAyineaitcrneeded information in 

the first place by reducing the candor of 

that information (e.g.. files compiled to 

determine suitability for Federal 

employment). 
Congress addressed these problems 

by providing fairly broad disclosure 

eoserragtionsjci atral Intelli arses 

AgericV and cri 
agencies 	2a(I)).  and more narrow. 

precisely specified exemptions for 

several civil-investigative and 

administrative functions (which permit 

nondisclosure foam le. where 

disclosure would " 

9biectivity  
esanainAtioris,saLmcou l the 

identity" of a confidential source of 

information) (552a(kJ, (k)(2). (k)(5)–(7)). 

In both cases. Congress provided that 

the disclosure exemptions were to apply 

only to designated "systems of records," 

were to exclude only certain 

requirements of the Act. and were to go 
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into effect only upon public notice and 
explanation. 

These Rani:a and 	cedures would  
be remilerec p 
FOIA (bff31xem2tion. Were ignorel.  An 

il!vidL"_ elie.d
.air...c[Jr."t

ohis 

records  

s 
unctuegdjLts..fj,

-ce
Lna Privacy 

Atcouldranetieleiohiainthem  
sjmpybivok 	instead 
(excepttieimu some o ther FOIA 
exemption. such as (b)(6) or (b)(7). were 
found to apply to the contents of those 
records). Agencies such as the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation and the Drug 
Enforcement Administration. having 
established systems of records on 
sensitive criminal matters and exempted 
them from first-party access under 
section (j) of the Privacy Act. would 
nevertheless be obliged to sort through 
the contents of these files in response to 
first-party requests and. absent 
successful invocation of another FOIA 
exemption, be obliged to reveal their 
contents to the subjects of their 
investigations. 

The Greentree opinion argues that 
permitting FOIA access to records that 
had been exempt from disclosure under 
sections (j) or (k) of the Privacy Act 
would not render these exemptions 
totally meaningless. The exemptions 
could still be used to excuse systems of 
records from Privacy Act requirements 
other than the section (d) access 
requirements, and could also be used to 
cut back first-party access from the 
broad disclosure requirements of section 
[d) of the Privacy Act to the more 
narrow requirements of FOL4 as 
qualified by the FOIA (b)(e) and (b)(7) 
exemptions. See. 674 F.2d at 80-81. 

We find this argument unpersuasive. 
That one could ignore FOIA (b)(3) and 
still leave intact some aspects of 
sections (j) and (k) of the Privacy Act is 
no reason not to leave all of its 
provisions intact as written—especially 
its most important one. As explained 
above, the primary purpose of sections 
(j) and (k) is to protect certain sensitive 
records from access by the subjects of 
those records, and both sections do so in 
terms that meet the specifications of 
FOIA (b)(3) with exactitude. Moreover. 
as the Seventh Circuit points out in its 
Shapiro opinion. limiting the scope of 
Privacy Act section (j) exemptions to the 
scope of any applicable FOIA 
exemptions "is contrary to the intent of 
Congress • • as shown both by the 
[section ())) exemption's language. which 
is broader than the FOIA exemption 
covering law enforcement records 
(Exemption 7), and by the relevant 
legislative history of the Privacy Act" 
(721 F.2d at 221). 

While parties on both sides of the 
controversy acknowledge that the  

legislative history of the two statutes is 
"ambiguous" on some points, we do not 
think this bisaailatall arnius on 
tn.eg w 	 rho 

investigation records covered by the 
Privacy Aushould be disclosed to the  s  
_
u

abj  cts of the investigation?.  The 
discussion and legislative citations in 
the Sehapiro opinion are lucid on this 
question_ The Shapiro discussion 
concludes that- 

' " The Legislative history of the Privacy 
Acl shows Congress' concern that mdividuifs 
not use the Act to obtain access to their own 
criminal invests anon 	It makes liar; 
sense to conciud4 that Congress would enact 
specific nondisclosure provisions in the 
Privacy Act to address this concern while at 
the same time allowing individuals to bypass 
these exemptions by using the broader access 
terms of the FOIA. 

' 721 F.2d at 222. 
It is clear, moreover, that Congress 

has been cognizant of the sometimes 
complex interrelationships between the 
Privacy Act. Fil.A. and related statutes, 
and where appropriate has taken direct 
steps to adjust the statutes' general 
provisions to account for these 
interrelationships. At one point the 
Privacy Act provides that first-party 
control over disci sure of government 
records shall not ;;ply to disclosures 
required by FOIA ;552a[b)(2)): at 

i

another point, it providesthaiELILS 
elteM.PliOns_shall_not  be used to deny 
acceatia_recnrds...athemileayakble 
under the Privacy Act  [552a(q)). And 
FOIA's (b)(3) exemption was itself 
revised -. '.'":"1 to exclude the 
goverr 	the Sunshine Act (5 
U.S.C. 	im its incorporation of . 
other siatutory exemptions—Congress 
could have excluded the Privacy Act 
exemptions as well by adding a single 
term to this provision. 

The record comments and court 
opinions contain three further arguments 
for permitting FOIA disclosures of 
exempt Privacy Act records that merit 
discussion here. The first is the 
assertion that the Privacy Act is not (or 
should not be. or was never intended to 
be) a FOIA (b)(3) statute. This assertion. 
taken as a legal proposition. Is 
addressed above. In many cases, 
however, the assertion seems to be 
based on the general supposition that 
since the Privacy Act was intended to 
expand access to government records. it 
should not be applied so 83 to limit 
access from that provided by another 
disclosure statute. 

In fact, however, the  (Z.xj)ose of  the 
Privacy  Act is not disclosure but tg-

protectiOn-irifaivTdual privacy, and 
toward-this end it restricts disclosure of 
government records in as many cases as  

it requires disclosure. The statute 
provides for public disclosure of the 
existence. nature. and uses of 
government "systems of records" on 
individual citizens. But as to the actual 
disposition of these records. the Act 
establishes four types of requirements 
which are necessarily, and for the most 
part carefully, balanced among each 
other. First. the Act gives individuals 
control over the disclosure of 
information about themselves in certain 
government records—but second, it 
provides explicit limitations on such 
control. Third. it gives individuals 
access to information about themselves 
in certain government records (and the 
means of correcting erroneous 
information}—but fourth. it provides 
explicit limitations on that access. To 
accept the view that the Privacy Act 
should not be considered a FOIA q,"3) 
statute would be to read the four: 
policy out of the Act, although this 
policy is fully consistent with the other 
.hreo. and pi wed!' u.e privacy CI. L.erialn  
kinds of sensitive communications to the 
government 

The second argument is th-. section 
(b) of the Privacy Act (552a(b ) provides 
that the Act may not be used to lir it 
disclosures required by FOL4. Th 
argument is prominent in the coil: 
opinions in Porter (717 F.2d at 793. 
and Greertiree (674 F.Zd at 79-80). 
believe. however. that this view is 
wholly mistaken. Section (b) does not 
require agencies to disclose any 
information at all, but to the contrary 
establishes qualified limitations on 
disclosures. In particular, section (b) 
provides that a record covered by the 
Privacy Act may not be disclosed to any 
person without the written consent (or 
request) of the individual to whom the 
record pertains, except in twelve 
specified situations, one of which is that 
disclosure is required by FOIA 
(552a(b)(2)). 

Thus. 552a(b)(2) says that disclosures 
fr4J115Y518.03.inf recoisi-  rectins=j1  
FOIA are not contingent on the 
Pe-rx,""sion  of the iTiblitih—fThe records 
involved..This provision  cannot 
reasonably be read as ar=rirmative 
disclosure recifremeut.  We think the 
conclusion of the Shapiro decision that 
"section (d) provides sole access for first 
party requests under the Act" (721 F.2d 
at 220) is Inescapably correct. The 
Privacy Act's limitations on section (d) 
access set forth in sections (j) and (k). 
which in turn are recognized by FOIA 
(6)(3). are unaffected by the Act's 
separate "conditions of disclosure" 
specified by section (b)(2). 

The final argument is the so-called 
•"third party anomaly" argument 
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should be further noted tg-st for certain 

exempt systems. substantial portions of 

the covered records may be required to 

be released: see. for example. the 

requirements of (k)(5)). 

Whether a request by an individual 

for access to h:s records is to be 

processed under Privacy Act or FOIA 

procedures involves several 

considerations. For example, while 

agencies have been encouraged to reply 

to requests for access under the Privacy 

Act within ten days whenever practical. 

consistent with the FOIA. the Privacy 

Act does r22testalgmeseussistri 

responding to requests (see discussion 

of (d)(1)). The Fs:Luau Act also does nal. 

establish an administrativemaeal on 

denial of access comparable to that of 

the FOIA. although agencies sre 	- 

encouraged to permit individuals to 

request an admirsstrative appeal of 

initial denials of —ess to avoid, where 

possible, the net : :-r unnecessary 	. 

judicial action. It ran also be argued that 

requests filed under the Privacy Act can 

be expected to be specific as to the 

systems of records to which access is 

sought, whereas Agencies are required to 

respond to a FOLA request only if it 

"reasonably de -- -,e." the records 

sought. Further 	. permits 

charging of fees .. r b. ■i:ch as well as 

copying records, while the Privacy Act 

permits only for the direct cost of 

making a copy upon request. 

11 is our view that, as a matter of 

procedure. age- - 	should treat 

requests by it 	• s for information 
.s which specify pertaining to t:.: 

either the FOIA c 	,. Privacy Act, (but 

not both). under . ne procedural 

provisions established pursuant to the 

Act specified in the request. When the 

request specifies both Acta. and may be 

processed under both. Privacy Act' 

procedures should be employed- When 

the request specifies neither Act, and 

could be processed under both Acts, 

Privacy Act procedures should also be 

used. However. in these two latter 

_cases. the individual should be advised 

of the procedures the agency has elected 

to use, of the existence and general 

effect of the FOLA. and of the 

differences, if any. between the agency's 

procedures undet the two (e.g.. fees, 

time limits, access and appeals). 

(Flt Doc 	 wsa 
BILLING coo( Int*-0/-1111 

e mphasized in some of the record 

comments and in the Porter and 

C:7eentree opinions. The argument goes 

R. follows: 
The Privacy Act's section (j) and (k) 

exemptions should not recognaized by 

FOLA (b)(3) because if they were, there 

would be cases where individuals would 

have less access to their own records 

than third pat-ties, and third parties 

might even gain access to such records 

and transmit them back to the first 

parties. The Greentree opinion says that 

"'slush as result would comport with 

neither logic nor common sense," which 

suggests that "Congress could not have 

intended section (j)(2) of the Privacy Act 

in serve as a withholdhsg statute under 

FOIA Exemption 3" (874 F.2d at 79. 80). 

itt our view this point is of little 

practical importance and does not affect 

the fundamental legal and poiicy issues. 

In virtually all cases of agency records 

exempt from first-party access under 

sections (j) and (k), disclosure to others 

would also be exempt from mandatory 

FOLA disclosure under the ' - 

"unwarranted invasion of personal 

privacy" provisions of sections (b)(6) 

and (b)(7) of FOIA. As noted previously, 

the exemptions of FOIA (WM and (b)(7) 

are narrower than those of sections (j) 

and (k) of the Privacy Act. However. 

while these differences can be 

significant in the case of first party 

access. they are small and 

inconsequential in the case of third-

party access to the same records. At 

most they may result in occasional 

administrative difficulties and instances 

of partial and unintended first-party 

access. These are hardly reasons for 

ignoring the basic statutory scheme 

inself by permitting FOIA to nullify the 

first-party access restrictions of sections 

(i) and (k). 
The text of our revised guidance is set 

forth below. The guidance refers not 

only to the Privacy Act exemptions in 

sections (j) and (k). but to those in 

sections (d)(5) and (1) as well. The latter 

provisions, involving information 

compiled in anticipation of civil actions 

and records of the National Archives. 

present FOIA issues similar to those 

discussed above, but which have not 

been subjects of significant controversy. 

Finally, agencies should note that both 

the Privacy Act and FOIA provide for 

universal venue in the District of 

Columbia. As discussed above, the 

Courts of Appeals for the District of 

Columbia Circuit (in Greentree) and for 
the Third Circuit (in Porter) have held 

that the Privacy Act is not a permisible 

FOIA (b)[3) statute. The Department of 

justice is presently seeking a writ of 

certiorari from the Supreme Court to 

review the Third Circuit's Decision in 

Provenzano v. G.S. Deportment of 
Justice, 717 F.2d 741B (3rd Cir. 1981). 

companion case to Porter. Pending a 

diapositive ruling on the issue by the 

Supreme Court. agencies should not rely 

exclusively on the guidance on this issue 

set forth below unless a FOIA matter 

proceeds to litigation within a judical 

circuit other than the District of 

Columbia or Third Circuits. 

Christopher C. DeMuth, 

herninistraior for Informotion end Regulolory 
Affairs. 

Section (q) of the OMB Privacy Act 

"Implementing Guidelines" published at 

40 FR 28948, July 9. 1975 and 

supplemented on December 4. 1975 (40 

FR 5874). is revised to read as follows: 

Section (q) Relationship of the Privacy 

Act to the Freedom of information Act 

Subsection (q) "No agency shall rely 

on any exemption contained in section 

552 of this title to withhold from an 

individual any record which is 

ntherwise accessible to such individual 

under the provisions of this section." 

This provision makes it explicit that 

an individual may not be denied access 

to a record pertaining to him under 

subsection (d)(1). access to records, 

because that record is permitted to be 

withheld from members of the public 

under the Freedom of Information Act 

(F01A). The only grounds for denying art 

individual access to e record pertaining 

to him are the exemptions staled in this 

Act. subsections (j) and (k): subsection 

(1). archival records; and subsection 

(d)(5), records compiled in reasonable 

anticipation of a civil action or 

proceeding. In addition. consideration 

may have to be given to other statutory 

provisions which may govern specific 

agency records. 
In the converse situation, however. 

agencies should note that FOIA 

exemption (b)(3) provides that assess 

under the FOP, is not require 	the 

material sought is specificalls oarred 

from disclosure by statute, provided that 

such statute [A) requires that the 

matters be withheld from the public in 

such a manner as to leave no discretion 

on the issue or (B) establishes particular 

criteria for withholding or refers to 

particular types of matters to be 

withheld. The Privacy Act in 

subsections (d)(5). (j). (k). and (I) reaches 

the level of specificity necessary to 

qualify under paragraph (b)(3)(B) of the 

FOIA as a withholding statute. 

Ae •Q2.__Cl 	011 individual make 

is_E'01A request for his records  -ISrOrr-F 

contained in a system di records. 

aecpcies rnay  
(k). or ad-the Priva Act. w 

approptia 	n su re.taesta. (it 
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